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July 2017 
 
Brompton Design District at London Design Festival 2017 
Other Stories - alternative perspectives on design 

	  	  
Since its inception in 2006, Brompton Design District has presented a pioneering 
curated programme, alongside exhibitions by its renowned retail partners, for the 
annual London Design Festival.  2017 sees its curator, Jane Withers, building on the 
district’s reputation for showcasing experimental work with this year’s theme: Other 
Stories - alternative perspectives on design. 
 
Other Stories will focus on the stories behind design and making, bringing together 
work by designers and practitioners who have in common the desire to expand the 
remit of design and stretch the imagination beyond product.  
 
The theme is reflected in a cluster of projects that reveal the impact of engaged design 
and explore the non-design perspectives contributing to this process.  Visitors to the 
district will encounter the work of groundbreaking practices and individuals supporting 
social development, from a visionary economist in Newfoundland, to a social enterprise 
offering an alternative system to cope with contemporary challenges in Malawi. 
Brompton will showcase a collaboration between Studioilse and woodworkers Zanat 
that supports regeneration in Bosnia; furniture made on Fogo Island that proposes a 
holistic model for supporting small communities; a Dutch movement that is redesigning 
labour to build a sense of self-worth; and Ineke Hans Salon Projects investigating new 
perspectives on the design industry. 
 
The programme will benefit this year from its biggest temporary space yet, taking over 
three adjoining, four-storey townhouses on Cromwell Place owned by South Kensington 
Estates.  Here visitors will encounter work that reflects alternative narratives and 
stimulates the imagination, including pieces by: Carl Aubock with Michael 
Anastassiades and Jacqueline Rabun; Martino Gamper; Martyn Thompson; Merel 
Karhof + Marc Trotereau; OKOLO; UMPRUM (the University of Art, Architecture and 
Design in Prague); and Workshop for Potential Design. Peter Pilotto & Friends will take 
over one of the townhouses in its entirety, creating a grand fusion of fashion and form 
in a domestic setting. 
 
Elsewhere in the District, Molteni&C presents Amare Gio Ponti, a documentary film on 
the iconic designer, alongside a reinterpretation of some of Gio Ponti’s greatest work 
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presented by Vincent Van Duysen and upholstered in fabrics from the Kvadrat / Raf 
Simons collection, in a large temporary space on Brompton Road; The Trade Show by 
Faye Toogood will be shown in the nearby Garage space; and two mews garages in 
South Kensington will host exhibitions by SEEDS gallery and rising talents Studio 
Furthermore.   
 
The Brompton programme takes place within walking distance of the Victoria and 
Albert Museum, which hosts many of the London Design Festival’s 2017 landmark 
projects.  The district is home to some of the world’s leading design retailers, all of 
whom will stage exhibitions and events for the Festival. Please see our dedicated press 
release on all retail partner activity, including exhibitions at Boffi, B&B Italia, Cassina, 
The Conran Shop, Divertimenti, Harrods, Kartell, Mint, Potrolna Frau, Se, Skandium and  
Smallbone of Devizes.  
 
	  
Brompton Design District curated installations 
 
Anastassiades, Rabun, Auböck by Sigmar | sigmarlondon.com 
Sigmar presents a collection of brass pieces made by Carl Auböck in their Vienna 
workshop comprising mills for coffee and pepper by Michael Anastassiades and a series 
of eggs which open into bowls by Jacqueline Rabun. All works are intended to be 
simple, elegant, contemporary brass objects that will remain relevant in the future.	  
 
Designblok | designblock.cz 
Designblok presents Another White Story, the latest chapter in the long history of 
Czech porcelain design, with work by Milan Pekař, Hák Držmíšková, Michal Bačák and 
Klára Šumová, Daniel Piršč and Roman Šedina. 
 
For Brompton, Roman Šedina will premiere his new pieces from the Terracotta 
collection, a material with which he is working for the first time, prior to the collection’s 
launch at Art House, Designblok this October in Prague.	  
 
Faye Toogood | fayetoogood.com 
To launch the studio’s tenth anniversary, Faye Toogood presents The Trade Show, for 
which she will cast a special edition of fifty of her iconic Spade Chairs in aluminium, for 
the sole purpose of exchange, trading them for works by fifty British-based 
contemporaries who she admires. The collected works from artists, designers, fashion 
designers, sculptors, photographers and jewellers, will be curated and displayed in 
Brompton for the Festival. Toogood’s first furniture design, the Spade Chair, was 
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originally launched at the garage at North Terrace ten years ago – the location to which 
it will return for this year’s exhibition. 
	  
Fogo Island | fogoislandshop.ca 
Fogo Island is located off the north east coast of Newfoundland.  Fogo Islanders are a 
people who, by virtue of their centuries of geographic isolation, have become masters 
of making things by hand, recycling, and devising local solutions to all manner of 
challenges.  From 2010, Fogo invited international artists and designers to visit and 
learn more about how the islanders have survived in this remote place. These 
encounters resulted in collaborations on the design and production of the furniture, 
textiles and furnishings for the Fogo Island Inn and formed the genesis of the Fogo 
Island Shop. For Brompton Design District, Fogo Island will present a collection of 
distinctive pieces including The Long Bench by Ineke Hans, the Bertha Chair by Donna 
Wilson, and Nick Herder’s Puppy Table trilogy.   
 
All the furniture designs are handmade by the Fogo Island Shop’s skilled woodworkers 
and embody the Shorefast Foundation’s holistic model of advancing economic nutrition 
and cultural resilience for small communities. Each work is accompanied by an 
‘Economic Nutrition Label’ that brings transparency to the purchasing process, showing 
how it is invested in the local community and how it impacts the broader economy.  The 
pieces embody dignified, local employment, sustainable environmental practices and 
fair working conditions both at home on Fogo Island and with suppliers.	  
	  
Ineke Hans | inekehans.com 
Ineke Hans presents The Last London Salon, the conclusion of her two-year long Salon 
Projects, investigating new perspectives for design through events and discussions.   
	  
The Last London Salon: Furniture & Future comprises a wrap up of her Salon Projects 
with insights, conclusions, recommendations and alternative perspectives on design. An 
exhibition presents visionary objects, projects and strategies; Salon talks inspire 
attendees with discussion on the future of furniture and design; and a pamphlet, 
designed by acclaimed Dutch graphic designer Irma Boom, attempts to offer future tips 
and tricks for design. 
 
Marc Trotereau + Merel Karhof | shadevolume.com 
The lighting collection ShadeVolume is a modern interpretation of the classic 
lampshade. By combining and deforming a familiar object, this project explores a new 
language of lighting. Trotereau and Karhof have developed a system that allows 
lampshades to be linked together, with few generic shapes, endless combinations of 
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lamps can be created. For London Design Festival, the design duo presents a three-
meter tall totem that will be installed within an historic Victorian wooden staircase 
linking one floor to another. 
 
Martino Gamper | martinogamper.com 
Gamper presents Round & Square, a new collection of studio-made furniture based on 
an intricate wood joint.  All hand-crafted in his workshop in Hackney, they form a home 
collection that includes chairs, tables, shelves, armchairs and side tables.   
 
Gamper will also present a project developed with 1882 Ltd, The Game of 
Consequences - Tea with Twelve Designers, with 12 teacups designed by 12 designers 
and one teapot made collaboratively using the game of consequences. The designers 
are: Tiago Almeida, Lars Frideen, Max Frommeld, Faudet Harrison, Martino Gamper, 
Gemma Holt, Jochen Holz, Max Lamb, Will Shannon, Silo Studio, Harry Thaler and 
Bethan Laura Wood. 
 
Martyn Thompson | martynthompsonstudio.com 
Martyn Thompson Studio presents an immersive installation of tapestries and textiles, a 
place for people to stop and contemplate. The tapestries are hand stitched by 
Thompson and showcase the studio’s latest textile series ‘Now and Then’, reflecting 
Thompson’s love of nature and fascination with the beauty of the patina of time.  
Inspired by an early Martyn Thompson Studio floral design, the tapestries play a close 
line with tradition yet are subverted to be modern –  the excesses of form paired back 
by the black tonal treatment.   
 
Molteni&C|Dada with Kvadrat | moltenigroup.com 
Molteni&C|Dada collaborates with Kvadrat and the Gio Ponti Archives for this year’s 
Festival. Honouring the legendary Italian architect and designer Gio Ponti, 
Molteni&C|Dada present “Amare Gio Ponti”, a documentary film by Molteni&C, 
accompanied by a reinterpretation of a selection of Gio Ponti’s greatest work presented 
by Vincent Van Duysen and upholstered in fabrics from the Kvadrat/Raf Simons 
collection.  These fabrics have been chosen in collaboration with Gio Ponti Archives, 
using different colours and patterns to pay tribute to the architect’s aesthetic. 
The exhibition, designed by Vincent Van Duysen, will create a dialogue between 
architecture and design, historical and contemporary production of both the past and 
present. 
 
OKOLO | okoloweb.cz 
Over the past ten years, Prague-based design and architecture curator and editor Adam 
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Štěch of Okolo has created a photographic atlas of architectural and interior details 
from 1900-1990. The photographs taken during his worldwide adventures reveal the 
hidden gems of modernist architecture. 
 
Lighting, seating, storage systems, tables, handrails, doors, windows and other 
decorative or functional elements celebrate the modernist idea of the holistic design 
work and are a reminder of the skills of modernist architects who created everything -
from the building’s structural solutions to the detailing of the doors and built-in 
furniture. 
 
The exhibition Objects of Refinement will present many of these highlighted objects 
both as architectural works, but also as pieces that have their own intrinsic artistic value. 
The installation will be designed by Matěj Činčer and Jan Kloss of Okolo.  
	  
People of the Sun | peopleofthesun.net 
Malawi-based People of the Sun will launch a collection of baskets, stools and trays 
designed by Dutch designer Ineke Hans, using local materials and techniques, telling a 
story about design, making, tradition and modern living.  Through this collaboration, 
design is no longer simply a vehicle for functionality but becomes a tool that empowers 
local artisans in Malawi and keeps indigenous skills alive. Design is not meant as an aid, 
but as a component for setting up sustainable cooperative businesses. 
 
Peter Pilotto & Friends | peterpilotto.com 
Counting talents in the worlds of art and design among many of their closest friends, 
design duo Peter Pilotto and Christopher De Vos have always found a creative synergy 
to inspire their collections. The mutual appreciation of their friends' work has developed 
organically into collaborative projects between the artists and the designers which have 
brought a fresh perspective, weaving the different elements together in an otherworldly 
gesamtkunstwerk.  
 
Peter Pilotto's Autumn/ Winter 2017 show set was filled with eclectic objects including 
paintings, sculpture and hard and soft furnishings by Francis Upritchard, Martino 
Gamper, Max Lamb, Bethan Laura Wood, Peter McDonald Jochen Holz and Schmid 
McDonagh. This concept will now be realised on a larger scale, taking over a substantial 
townhouse to showcase a curation of design items and Peter Pilotto collections, 
available for sale at Cromwell Place in Brompton for London Fashion Week, London 
Design Festival and Frieze. 
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SEE••DS | seedslondon.com 
SEE••DS presents Dermapoliesis, a project by Matteo Cibic that interlaces a multitude 
of references that explore possible controlled animal and plant evolutions.  The work 
has been developed from two-dimensional paper to the digital, through ceramics, 
glass, fur, and textiles. These unlikely creatures of the future appear as mutations of liv-
ing forms onto which a new, organic-digital story is grafted. 

 

SEE••DS gallery combines exhibitions, special projects and a design store. Deftly mov-
ing between art and design, without believing in divisions among disciplines, SEE••DS 
underlines the richness between different ways of experiencing.  

 

Social label | sociallabel.nl 
In collaboration with leading designers and sheltered workshops all across the Nether-
lands – from care organisations to businesses – Social label are creating a design collec-
tion that builds a sense of self-worth and opens new perspectives. This Dutch move-
ment is redesigning labour to create new opportunities for an inclusive world. 
 
Alongside works from its various makers and collaborators, Social label will present their 
recent book, Design Works: An Open Book on Designing Labour, which offers an over-
view of insights gained from the debates, experiences and practices that form part of 
Social label. These are tackled from different perspectives and highlight a range of shel-
tered workshops and social businesses, exploring what design can do for society in 
terms of social inclusion.  
 
Studioilse | studioilse.com 
Studioilse brings together three new collaborations in the exhibition, Being Human. 
Each embodies Ilse Crawford’s philosophy to put human needs and desires at the heart 
of design.  
 
The Touch collection, the studio’s ongoing collaboration with Zanat, supports a circle of 
“humanomics” (humanistic economics). With its hand-carved surfaces – using a 
woodworking technique now on UNESCO’s Intangible Cultural Heritage List – The 
Touch Collection engages our instinctive impulse to feel something. The collection 
adds value and contributes both to the sustainable socio-economic development and 
to the preservation of Bosnian cultural heritage, in an area devastated by war. It is a 
marriage of design, craftsmanship and good economic practice. New additions to the 
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collection include a cabinet, table and stool.  
The collection will be presented alongside Atmospheres, a series of wallpapers for 
Engblad & Co that celebrate manmade marks and a new oil lamp for Wästberg’s 
Holocene collection, a primal flame reflected in an almost invisible object. 
 
UMPRUM | umprum.cz 
Over the years, the Czech ceramics industry has survived communism, nationalisation 
and privatisation. Czech handcrafted ceramics studios now compete in the international 
market, reflecting the advancement of a globalised world.  
 
Bohemian Mud is an exhibition by the Ceramics and Porcelain Studio of the Academy 
of Arts, Architecture and Design in Prague, highlighting distinctive contemporary trends 
in Czech ceramics. The installation explores the relationship to traditional production  
and how media-specific, artistic thinking, technological innovations and material-based 
experiments result in finished products.  
 

-END-	  
	  
Notes to Editors 
	  
Press Contacts:	  
Sameera Hanif sameera@sameerahanif.com / +44 7817 175 724  
Theresa Simon theresa@theresasimon.com / + 44 7976 766 221 
	  
Dates: 
Exhibition opening: Saturday 16 - Sunday 24 September  
Brompton Design District press preview: Thursday 21 September, 4-6pm 
Brompton Design District late night opening: Thursday 21 September, 6-9pm	  
Locations 
2 Cromwell Place: 
OKOLO and UMPRUM	  
	  
3 Cromwell Place: 
Peter Pilotto & Friends 
	  
4 Cromwell Place: 
Ground Floor: Studioilse, Fogo Island, Ineke Hans, People of the Sun 
First Floor: Martino Gamper, Designblok, Merel Karhof + Marc Trotereau  
Second Floor: Anastassiades, Rabun, Auböck by Sigmar, Martyn Thompson, Workshop 
for Potential Design 
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Thurloe Place Mews 
Garage 1: Studio Furthermore 
Garage 2: SEEDS Gallery 
	  
245-259 Brompton Rd 
Molteni & C and Kvadrat 
	  
The Garage, 1 North Terrace  
Faye Toogood 
	  
Brompton Design District 
The Brompton Design District is a partnership between leading international brands, 
much loved independent retailers, neighbourhood restaurants and cultural institutions. 
Initiated by South Kensington Estates, a company with a history woven into the fabric of 
the district for over 200 years, these businesses joined forces in 2006 with a view to 
revitalising the heritage of the area. The aim is to create a place where people come 
together to share, enjoy and learn about design in its broadest sense; design, culture, 
fashion and food. 
 
Brompton is the leading district within the annual London Design Festival. The 
programme curated by Jane Withers encourages design that adds meaning and value 
to our everyday lives. As a platform for emerging designers and the new work of 
established practitioners, the presentation during LDF each year adds to the energy 
and dynamism of the area. 
 
www.bromptondesigndistrict.com	  


